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Abstract 
Manufacturing systems for factory automation are large-scale ones in which enormous 
amount of data and operations are involved. In order to investigate the underlying prin
ciples of such systems, appropriate specification and modeling tools which can facilitate, 
besides the traditional quantitative analysis, the conceptual analysis involving complex 
and/or dynamic data and relationships are essential. This paper describes an object
oriented (0-0) approach that we have been investigating for this purpose. Advanced 
features embodied by dynamic role facilities have been introduced into a conventional 
object-oriented model, which facilitates specifying and modeling such applications in a 
natural, incremental and systematic way. Experimental prototype systems of the role 
mechanism have also been developed, which exploit different techniques and approaches 
of implementing roles, using either an 0-0 language with file system, or an existing 0-0 
database system. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Object-oriented modeling approaches have become more and more popular for describ
ing engineering application systems (for example, Gupta and Horowitz 1991, Kim and 
Lochovsky 1989, Wong and Li 1994), due to their significant characteristics such as ex
pressive modeling power, flexible modifiability (extensibility), definition/code reusability, 
and implementation independence (via information hiding), etc. While the advantages of 
using an object-oriented approach to describe and model complex systems are numer
ous, current object-oriented models are still primitive in capturing the more dynamic 
semantics of the reactive system applications. In particular, most object-oriented models 
display serious shortcomings in their ability to model both the dynamic nature and the 
many-faceted nature of real life objects exemplified by those in manufacturing systems 
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(Wong and Li 1994). For example, a robot at different times may be used (and hence act) 
differently: as a sensor to identify the defects of the products, as an assembly worker to 
assemble the product components, or as an "intelligent" retriever who retrieves the right 
parts from the conveyor, etc. And these activities may be performed in parallel with some 
other activities under some kinds of dependencies or constraints. While existing .object
oriented models may capture the notion that an assembly robot is a robot, they do not 
support the ndtion that a given robot may act as an assembly robot. 

To facilitate the specification and modeling of very large automated manufacturing sys
tems which typically involve such multi-faceted entities and parallel activities, necessary 
extensions to current object-oriented models need to be made. The object-orientation 
with role extension is a modeling tool (as described in Wong and Li 1994) intended for 
the specification, analysis, design, and documentation of large and complex reactive sys
tems, such as flexible manufacturing systems, robot and control systems, etc. With this 
tool, roles enables users to depict reactive behaviour of the systems as well as their inter
actions over time. In this paper, we will further elaborate the design and implementation 
of roles and the emphasis will be put onto the semantics of the role mechanism. Although 
our focus of discussions is on automated manufacturing systems, we believe that roles 
can enhance the flexibility and reusability of object-oriented model in general, and the 
same concept and techniques can be applied to other types of engineering applications 
and reactive systems as well. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present a simplified man
ufacturing system as an example, to show some of the important characteristics of such 
systems, the difficulties of modeling the parallel activities, and the problems that tradi
tional modeling approaches fail to address. We then describe object-oriented approaches 
with role extensions in Section 3, to discuss the necessity and different ways of supporting 
roles in an object-oriented system; a particular approach that we have been investigating 
to incorporate roles into an object-oriented system is elaborated in detail. Section 4 com
pares our work with other related works in manufacturing systems, in engineering, as well 
as in object conceptual modeling. We also briefly talk ~bout two prototype systems that 
we have been developing, the purposes of which are to experiment different techniques 
and approaches of implementing roles. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and offers 
a few research directions. 

2 AN EXAMPLE MANUFACTURING SYSTEM 

In this section, we describe a simplified autonomous assembly line here (which will also be 
used as an example context for discussion throughout the rest of the paper), in order to 
illustrate some of the important characteristics of automated manufacturing systems and 
the issues on concurrent engineering. Our focus will be on the dynamic and multi-faceted 
nature, highlighting the deficiency on specifying and modeling such systems using existing 
approaches. 
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2.1 An Autonomous Assembly System 

Consider a simplified autonomous assembly line consisting of many assembly stations 
as shown in Figure l. Each assembly station consists of two robots working in both 
asynchronous and synchronous manner, as depicted by .Figure l. 

An Assembly Line 
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Figure 1 An assembly line with many assembly stations 

In such a station, Robot1 (the assembly robot) fetches three parts from a feeder and 
assembles them on the table. Robot2 (the screwing robot) picks up six screws and turns 
them. Although these actions seem to be trivial to human, however, they involve a lot 
of dynamic interactions between each components in the system. Also, a robot in such a 
manufacturing environment often plays multiple roles. For example, Robot! will do the 
assembly work when it is working on the assembly table, and it will identify an appropriate 
part and retrieve it from the feeder after each assembly task. Furthermore, there may be 
interactions between each assembly station, or with some other agents in the production 
processes. The robot arm may need to change its end-effector from the tool set in order 
to perform different tasks, or in other words, to play different role(s). 

2.2 Problems 

It is clear from the above (even though simplified) manufacturing system that in order to 
ease the process of design, redesign, maintenance and analysis, a conceptual tool which 
is able to model and support the kinds of dynamics, multiple roles, and also facilitate 
reusability (among all the assembly stations of the assembly line) and concurrency is re
quired. Most of the current available modeling tools are, however, based on the principles 
of operations research and control theory, and they can only facilitate the quantitative 
analysis of the system. As the system gets larger and larger, it becomes more and more 
difficult (if not impossible) to specify and hence model such a system using such math
ematical tools. On the other hand, traditional conceptual modeling tools such as the 
ER (Entity-Relational) model by Chen (1976) are well-defined and efficient for modeling 
systems with large amount of data but very simple, static relationships and interactions 
among the data. Modern object-oriented approaches are notable for modeling complex 
data and relationships for engineering application systems, as described in Kim (1990), 
however, conventional object-oriented models do not provide adequate facilities to ac
commodate various application dynamics and multiple roles (such as those shown by our 
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manufacturing example). Though many object-oriented models support versioning (which 
is extensively used for CAD/CASE applications (Katz eta!. 1986)), it is unnatural nor 
adequate to use versions (which captures the object evolution over time) to describe the 
dynamics and multi-faceted nature of robots. Some extensions must be made to the con
ventional object-oriented models in order to support advanced engineering applications 
such as factory automation and concurrent engineering adequately and effectively. In 
next section we describe an approach we have been investigating for this purpose, which 
is characterized by incorp~rating "roles" directly to a conventional object-oriented model. 

3 AN OBJECT -ORIENTED APPROACH WITH ROLE 
EXTENSIONS 

In a conventional object-oriented model, the basic unit of interest is object, and objects 
are instances of some abstract data types (called "classes" in conventional object-oriented 
languages and systems). When defined, classes are organized into an inheritance (subclass) 
hierarchy, and objects are created within classes that prescribe both structural and be
havioral properties (attributes and methods) for the objects. Such a "classification-based" 
approach, however, falls short of supporting those applications (such as automated man
ufacturing systems) involving objects and inter-object relationships/interactions that by 
nature are dynamic, concurrent, and of multi-faceted nature. In this section, we elaborate 
on an approach of extending current object-oriented models with dynamic role facilities to 
support modeling manufacturing engineering applications. First we briefly examine some 
generic motivations of employing roles into an object-oriented model. We then discuss 
different ways of incorporating roles into an object-oriented system, focusing on a specific 
technique of objectifying roles into virtual classes in addition with ordinary classes. Such 
an approach also brings forth several interesting "by-products" desirable for automated 
manufacturing applications. 

3.1 Motivations for using roles 

As demonstrated by the simplified assembly station example, a robot can undertake nu
merous ephemeral roles at different times or even at the same time: an assembly worker 
to assemble the product components, an "intelligent" worker who retrieves the right parts 
from the conveyor, and even a sensor to identify the defects of the products. It 'is impor
tant to note that this phenomenon is not unique for manufacturing systems, but a general 
characteristic of real world objects: many kinds of entities other than robots also have 
roles that change over time. For example, an employee in an organization environment 
can play different roles at different times (or even at the same time): host or audience of 
a departmental seminar, car-owner of some car(s) parked inside the company space, and 
organizer of some social/entertainment event (see Figure 2). In each of these roles the 
person can perform, quite often orthogonal, actions prescribed by that role. 

In the context of an object-oriented database model, roles can be used gracefully to 
partition messages for objects so that objects can receive and send different messages at 
different stages of their evolution/life-cycle (Pernici 1990, Richardson and Schwartz 1991). 
The partitioning of messages for an object according to different roles has the advantage 
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Figure 2 A person playing different roles at different times 

of allowing the designer (and possibly the implementer of the application) to concentrate 
on the life-cycle of an object in one role at a time. By adopting the ideas of roles to 
model a complex flexible manufacturing system, we can similarly partition the objects 
into different roles such that objects can perform different actions at different stages 
of their production-cycle. Similarly we can specify the interactions between activities in 
terms of the dependencies among the roles of objects. 

3.2 Ways of Incorporating Roles 

In the context of a conventional object-oriented model, there are at least two ways to 
incorporate roles into the database: encapsulating roles into object classes or objectifying 
roles as special forms of "virtual classes". Though both of the approaches are described 
below, our particular attention will be focused on the latter one. 

Encapsulation of Roles into Class 
This is a straightforward approach to extend the class mechanism in conventional object
oriented models. This approach has been taken by the ORM (Object with Role Model 
proposed by Pernici, 1990) project. In this approach, roles are augmented into class defi
nitions in order for the objects of the class to play the roles defined there. The following 
example, in the spirit of ORM's definition language*, intuitively illustrates this approach. 
(For simplicity, we concentrate on the assembly robot only.) 

class = 
(class-name= Assembly-Robot, 
Roles: 

R1 = < Base-Role, 
properties = {(station-no, string)}, 
states = {active, suspended}, 
messages= {->add-role, ... }, 
rules = { 

rule!: IF msg(<-add-role) THEN msg(->add-role(Parts-Retrieval)) 

*Roles are interacted through message passing, where right arrow -> denotes send and left arrow <
denotes receive. 
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rule2: IF msg(<-terminate-role(Parts-Retrieval)) 
THEN msg(->add-role(Assembling)) 

rule3: IF msg(<-terminate-role(Assembling)) 
THEN msg(->add-role(Parts-Retrieval)) 

} >; 
R2 < Parts-Retrieval, 

properties={ ... }, 
states= {TurnToFeeder, RecognizeParts, Waiting, PickupParts, ... }, 
messages= { ... }, 
rules = { 

rulel: IF msg(<-add-role) THEN state(TurnToFeeder), ... 
rule2: IF state(TurnToFeeder), ... THEN state(RecognizeParts), 
rule3: IF state(RecognizeParts), .. . 

THEN state(PickupParts), .. . 

} >; 
R3 <Assembling, ... > 

In this definition, we suppose Robotl in Figure 1 is an instance of the class 
Assembly-Robot. We further assume that there are two roles which can be played by 
Assembly-Robot: Parts-Retrieval and Assembling. In ORM model each class has to 
have an 'intrinsic' role, called base role, which defines the basic properties and the startup 
role(s) and the inter-role dependencies for the class. For example, rulel in the Base-Role 
defined above specifies that the startup role for the robot is Parts-Retrieval while 
rule2 defines that Assembly-Robot will perform the task assembling (by playing the role 
Assembling) after it is no longer playing the role Parts-Retrieval. Since an object may 
have a different set of states when it plays a different role, a set of states have to be 
defined in role level rather. than in class level. For instance, we assume there are six pos
sible states for the role Parts-Retrieval specified above which include TurnToFeeder, 
RecognizeParts, Waiting, PickupParts, TurnToTable and PutDownParts. These states 
are described as follows: 

TurnToFeeder The robot will turn its arm to the Parts Feeder; 
RecognizeParts The robot will recognize the parts needed (probably which are inter

mixed or randomly oriented); 
Waiting If the Feeder is empty, the robot will be in waiting state until it senses that 

parts are available; 
PickupParts Pick up the parts needed; 
TurnToTable Turn back to the Assembly Table; 
PutDownParts The robot will put down the parts on the Assembly Table; 

With the role approach, there can be different levels of abstraction as shown in Figure 
3. It facilitates both top-down and bottom-up development strategies: users can define the 
roles for a class and then further define the states of each role; on the other hand, users 
can define the states first and then group them into different roles, afterwards these roles 
can be grouped selectively to form a class. Such an approach to supporting roles has the 
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Figure 3 Objects with Roles support Different abstraction levels 

advantage of being a straightforward augmentation of the object model. However, it suffers 
from the drawbacks of rigidity and inflexibility in handling more dynamic situations, 
and makes the sharing of roles very difficult, if not impossible, outside of the sub-class 
hierarchy. For example, suppose both the Robotl and Robot2 in Figure 1 can play the role 
Assembling. Apart from this, Robot1 can only do Parts-Retrieval while Robot2 can 
only do Screws-Retrieval. Sharing of the role Assembling by two classes is not possible 
because roles Assembling are defined within classes in ORM model. Furthermore, the role 
Parts-Retrieval and the role Screws-Retrieval can be very similar though different. 
It will be good if we can somehow reuse one of them to define another. This indeed can 
be done by the approaches described in the following subsection, i.e. pulling roles out of 
classes and forming a role hierarchy. 

Roles as Separate "Virtual Classes" 
An alternative approach to support roles, which we have been investigating, is to abstract 
roles out as special classes called virtual classes (Li and Lochovsky 1993). Such virtual 
classes are similar to ordinary classes except that they do not create or delete objects but 
only include-in or exclude-out object players from existing classes. In this approach, roles 
are defined in the same way as, but external to, object class definitions. Depending on 
the way roles and classes is correlated, one can further distinguish this approach into two 
variations/forms, as detailed below. 

Form /: Extending Class Definitions with Role Assertions In this form, an ordinary 
class definition is extended to include a role assertion part. Specifically, when a class 
is defined, applicable roles which already exist are specified within the class definition, so 
that the objects can take up or relinquish these roles freely. For instance, the class and 
role hierarchies for our example assembly station are shown in Figure 4, and the corre
sponding definition of assembly robot shown in the figure are listed below (using a syntax 
similar to the object-oriented language C++ as described in Stroustrup ( 1993) ): 

class = 

(class-name 
superclass 
Resources: 

var-decl 

Assembly-Robot, 
{Robot}, 

integer i, 
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Class Hierarchy Role Hierarchy 

Figure 4 A Class Hierarchy with Applicable Role Hierarchies 

func-decl ~Drill(), 
Role Assertions: 

role 

rule1: IF rnsg(<-add-role) THEN rnsg(->add-role(Parts-Retrieval)) 
rule2: IF rnsg(<-terrninate-role(Parts-Retrieval)) 

THEN rnsg(->add-role(Assernbling)) 
rule3: IF rnsg(<-terrninate-role(Assernbling)) 

THEN rnsg(->add-role(Parts-Retrieval)) 

(role-name 
superrole 
Resources: 

Parts-Retrieval, 
{Retrieval}, 

var-decl ~integer i, ... ; 
func-decl ~ PartsAvailable(), ... , 

properties~{ ... }, 
states~ {TurnToFeeder, RecognizeParts, Waiting, PickupParts, ... }, 
messages~{ ... }, 
rules ~ { 

} 

role 

rule1: IF rnsg(<-add-role) THEN state(TurnToFeeder), ... 
rule2: IF state(TurnToFeeder), ... THEN state(RecognizeParts), 
rule3: IF state (RecognizeParts) , Feeder: : PartsAvailable () , 

THEN state(PickupParts), ... 
rule4: IF state(RecognizeParts), NOT PartsAvailable(), ... 

THEN state(Waiting), ... 
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(role-name Assembling, 

As shown above, the definition of class basically consists of the name of class, the resources 
section which consists of the variable and function declarations, and the role assertions 
section which consists of the rules defined for the inter-role constraints. For instance, 
rule2 stated in Role Assertions section of the class Assembly-Robot specifies the inter
role constraint that the robot will play the role Assembling immediately after playing 
the role Parts-Retrieval, therefore the role assertions section corresponds to the inter
role dependencies mentioned in Figure 3 (dashed-line arrows). Note that since roles have 
been pulled out from object classes, sharing of role, e.g. Parts-Retrieval, is possible if 
needed. All the state dependencies (constraints) in Figure 3 are specified in rules section 
of the definition of the role Parts-Retrieval. Consider the rule1 in its rules section, 
it specifies that the first state of the role is TurnToFeeder. 

To facilitate the correlation between classes and roles, both classes and roles are 
equipped with a variable and a function declaration parts (in the Resources section). 
Through these declarations, functions can be invoked automatically upon a particular 
role (as specified in the role-rules of a class), or at a particular state of a role (as specified 
in the state-rules of the role). These dynamic facilities are essential in modeling the func
tional behaviour of an object in a manufacturing system. In fact the Resources section 
(variable and function declarations) plays a very important role in modelling a realistic 
manufacturing system because modeling manufacturing systems normally involves some 
numerical calculations or operations (actions) that cannot be specified (or implemented) 
by any constraint rules. Furthermore, these declared functions also provide a media to 
communicate with outside hardware if required. For instance, the PartsAvailable() 
function is declared in the definition of role Parts-Retrieval to check whether parts are 
available in the feeder or not. This function may call a supported external routine (prob
ably via some firmware) to acquire the current status of the feeder. And the declared 
function is then used in the constraint rule as part of the pattern part of the IF-THEN 
rule. Note that functions can be declared and invoked as an action part of an IF-THEN 
rule which capture an operational characteristics of an object. 

Form II: Adding Player-Domain Constraints on Roles One of the drawbacks of Form 
I described above is that it requires some (though limited) modifications to be done on 
current object-oriented class mechanism, in order to incorporate the role assertions in the 
class definitions. Also, "global/generic" inter-role constraints and relationships are awkard 
to specify, as all the role assertions are specified with respect to individual classes. An 
alternative way to correlate roles and classes is by specifying class constraints within 
the role definitions. Tn particular, when a role is defined, all the classes/subclasses from 
which objects can play this role are specified as class constraints (or called player-domain 
constraints). Further, inter-role relationships and constraints are also specified as part of 
the role definition. The above example will therefore become: 

class = 
(class-name= Assembly-Robot, 
superclass = {Robot}, 
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Resources: 
var-decl =integer i, ... , 
func-decl =Drill(), ... ; 

role 
(role-name 
superrole 
Resources: 

Parts-Retrieval, 
{Retrieval}, 

var-decl =integer i, ... ; 
func-decl = PartsAvailable(), ... , 

properties={ ... }, 
states = {TurnToFeeder, RecognizeParts, Waiting, PickupParts, ... }, 
messages= { ... }, 
class constraints = {Assembly-Robot, ... }, 
inter-role constraints = { 

PRE: NONE; 
POST: msg(->terminate-role(Parts-Retrieval)), 

msg(->add-role(Assembling)), 

} ' 
state-rules { 

} 

role 

rule!: IF msg(<-add-role) THEN state(TurnToFeeder), ... 
rule2: IF state(TurnToFeeder), ... THEN state(RecognizeParts), 
rule3: IF state(RecognizeParts), Feeder::PartsAvailable(), 

THEN state(PickupParts), ... 
rule4: IF state(RecognizeParts), NOT PartsAvailable(), ... 

THEN state(Waiting), ... 

(role-name = Assembling, 

inter-role constraints = { 
PRE: msg(<-terminate-role(Parts-Retrieval)) ... 
POST: msg(->terminate-role(Assembling)) ... 

} ' 

3.3 Comparisons of the Two Approaches 

Clearly, the two approaches of incorporating roles into databases have their own pros 
and cons. The first approach that is based on encapsulating roles into class definitions, 
obviously, requires current object-oriented class mechanism to be modified. But the ex
tension is conceptually a simple one, as it conforms with the inheritance principle of a 
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subclass hierarchy (that is, roles are simply treated equally as "additional properties" to 
be inherited along the ISA hierarchy). On the other hand, the strict adherence of roles to 
the class hierarchy also restricts the sharing of roles across the ISA hierarchy. 

In the second approach that we have been devising, roles are no longer defined as 
part of the class definitions, but "abstracted-out" as separate/orthogonal hierarchies that 
can be shared by objects in the database. This separation allows more flexible and more 
effective sharing of roles than the first approach, as roles can now be shared across the 
sub-class hierarchies. Furthermore, generic inter-role relationships and constraints may 
also be explicitly specified and supported (in the case of the Form II of this approach as 
described above). Besides being able to bring forth some desirable "by-products" which 
include the possibility to analyze the activeness for the components in a manufacturing 
system (Wong and Li 1994, Wong 1995a), this approach of supporting roles also facilitates 
both top-down and bottom-up design methodologies (see Figure 5). That is, users may 
identify the objects (cells) in the entire system first, and then refine each object into 
role-level; finally the states of each role will be developed. This is essentially the top
down design methodology towards manufacturing systems. Alternatively, a system can 

Top-down ;:::: Object Level 

= 0 
:= DO ;:; Role Level 

~ = 
'gP ~I = State Level 

= :;; 

-~ i '::~: = 
t. = 

l~:· 
..i <' Bonom-up 

Figure 5 Top-down and Bottom-up design through our extended object-oriented ap
proach 

also be defined in bottom-up manner using our approach. In particular, the states and 
their constraints will be defined first, which are then grouped (partitioned) into different 
roles. After that, an object can be defined by applying the roles needed and by defining 
the required inter-role dependency relationships. Figure 5 intuitively illustrates both the 
top-down and bottom-up design methodologies, based on the second approach (i.e., our 
abstract-out approach) of incorporating roles in an object-oriented database. 

4 RELATED WORKS AND OUR PROTOTYPING EFFORTS 

In this section, we examine several existing works that are related to our research here, in 
order to better understand the strengths and weaknesses of our approach vis-a-vis others . 
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We also describe our current prototyping efforts that are aimed at implementing the role 
facilities in an object-oriented data/knowledge base environment. 

4.1 Related Works 

Most of the current existing models for describing manufacturing systems are based on 
operation research and control theory, including Markovian model, network model and 
perturbation analysis; in the past several years, Petri-net model has also been increas
ingly used (see, for example, the collection of papers edited by Desrochers (1990)). While 
all these models can facilitate the quantitative analysis, they do not capture the concep
tual/qualitative analysis. More recently, Shen eta!. (1995) have proposed the automaton 
models for modeling the manufacturing systems, which is able to capture certain depen
dencies and qualitative behaviors of the system (via grouping them up into cell level), 
but the models are too flatten to be effective in handling manufacturing systems with 
very large number of objects and states. Another example is Statemate, which is a system 
developed by Hare! et a!. (1990). Using Statechart as the key concept (Hare! (1987)), 
the system is mainly for the specification, design and analysis of large complex and re
active systems such as real-time embedded systems, etc. Though visual formalisms are 
supported by Statechart, one of the significant shortfalls of statecharts is its complex
ity in the processes of AND-decomposition and OR-decomposition, which decreases the 
user-friendliness of the system drastically. Moreover, most of the above models do not 
support dynamic expansion of the system, and even if they do, they do not provide a 
clear conceptual view /picture of the entire system as it grows. 

The idea of using object-oriented models with role extensions seems to be attractive and 
promising, as evidenced by several proposals in the literature. To the authors' knowledge, 
the earliest example was work by Bachman and Daya (1977), in which roles were defined 
and used for the network data modelling approach. More recently, the concept has been 
refined and applied to office modelling (Pernici 1990, Tsichritzis and Gibbs 1985), semantic 
modelling (Li and Smith 1992, Richardson and Schwartz 1991, Sciore 1989), and object
oriented applications (Li et a!. 1991, Papazoglou 1991 ). While all of these efforts have 
utilized roles for building various dynamic functions (such as for object migration, multiple 
perceptions or subjectivity modeling of objects, conceptual clustering, etc.), none of them 
have considered using roles model to capture the large complex applications such as 
manufacturing systems. Nevertheless, some of the works are still relevant to our work 
described in this paper; these include the ORM as we discussed in Section 3.2, as well as the 
works on object specialization (Sci ore 1989) and aspects (Richardson and Schwartz 1991 ). 
The work described in Sci ore ( 1989) took a combined approach of a prototype system and 
an object-oriented system, where classes are viewed (and realized) as individual objects' 
(prototypes') auxiliary roles (perspectives), and objects define their own inheritance paths. 
Whereas in Richardson and Schwartz (1991), roles are attached to object classes directly 
as extensions, with each extension providing a specialized perspective (called aspect in 
Richardson and Schwartz (1991)) for the objects in the class. Both of the works share the 
capability of representing an object from different perspectives with ours, but they differ 
from ours in the approach of devising the role facilities: in our approach, a role hierarchy 
separate from the class hierarchy is supported, so that roles can be dynamically acquired 
by objects from different classes. This makes the sharing of the roles (and hence the rules) 
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among database objects quite easy and flexible, which we believe is extremely important 
for the kinds of engineering applications we want to support. 

We believe that roles can be employed to serve as a higher level abstraction to the ob
jects in manufacturing systems, such that the behaviour of the objects can be partitioned 
and hence decomposed (top-down manner). In particular, they facilitate the flexibility and 
reusability to the model and increase its naturalness, with reasonable extensions to the 
object-oriented paradigm. Furthermore, the coordinations of individual activities can be 
captured by the interactions between roles. For example, we can define a role "Designer" 
and a role "Manufacturing Engineer" for an engineering team such that their activity 
coordinations can be modeled by the role constraints and/or inter-role dependencies. In 
addition, as roles can be dynamically assumed (played) by various objects (e.g., robots), 
the interactions among different agents (which are some objects playing certain roles) can 
thus be captured generically through the inter-dependency relationships/constraints that 
are defined at the role level (not the object level). This fact turns out to be extremely 
important, and it also stands out as a key difference between our approach and all the 
other approaches in the extent of our literature review. 

4.2 Our Prototyping Efforts 

We have been developing two experimental prototype systems that both support the 
extended role facilities. The first system is a quick-and-dirty prototypet that has been 
based on C++, Lisp and file system, together with a rule base system called CLIPS 
(NASA (1993)). In that system, object class definitions are extended with "role declara
tions" as described in Section 3.2 (i.e., Form I). The rules that a role defines are CLIPS 
production rules (of IF-THEN form) which can be stored in persistent files, and get loaded 
into and executed within the CLIPS working memory as needed. While this prototype 
exercise is simply for exploring the feasibility of devising our role capabilities (as opposed 
to a fully-fledged system suitable for end-users), it provides us with some useful insight as 
well as lessons of the nature of this research. In particular, as roles are dynamic constructs, 
the capabilities of accommodating structural as well as behavioral changes are necessary 
to devise. Thus the implementation environment would be ideal if it supports such dy
namic "schema evolution" features. This would be particularly critical if the system is to 
be developed based upori some existing OODB systems, as many of them do not (yet) 
support schema evolution. Also, the way that roles are declared (and controlled) within 
classes (as prescribed by Form I) imposes some severe restrictions upon certain types of 
inter-role relationships and constraints to be supported (as noted in Section 3.2). 

Compared with the first prototype, the second prototype system is a larger scale en
deavour that involves integrating an object-oriented database system (namely, ITASCA 
ODBMS by Itasca Systems Inc. 1993) with the CLIPS rule base component. As the 
ITASCA ODBMS supports full range of dynamic schema evolution functions, it provides 
us with a very suitable basis for devising our role mechanism. The approach to correlating 
classes and roles used in this prototype is according to Form II as described in Section 3.2 
(i.e., roles are extended with player-domain specifications when they are created). The 

tThe extension of this prototype with its user interface has been described in Wong (1995b) for the 
robotic applications. 
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rules defined by roles are physically stored in the database, and they can be loaded into 
and executed from the CLIPS rule base component. The system, termed as ADOME (Li 
and Lochovsky 1994a), has the basic architecture as depicted in Figure 6, where the base 
level bridging mechanism is embodied by the role facilities as described previously. To date, 
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Figure 6 An Architecture View of the ADO ME Prototype System 

the base level facilities have been implemented, providing the desired "interoperability" 
between the two disparate/heterogeneous systems on Sun4 (Li and Lochovsky 1994a). 
Development efforts are being continued in devising the upper level ADOME interface. 
Apart from the manufacturing applications, the system is also suitable for and intended 
to be used in organizational information system applications (Li and Lochovsky 1994b) 
(as there too, the ability of accommodating higher level dynamic semantics is extremely 
important and highly desired). 

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

Manufacturing systems are large-scale ones in which enormous volumes of data and in
teractions are involved. The deficiencies of using traditional or existing models to model 
these systems have been considered. In order to facilitate specifying and modeling the 
system in a natural, incremental and systematic way, an object-oriented approach with 
role extensions has been proposed in this paper. A simple assembly system is used to 
illustrate the model and various ways of incorporating roles into the model are discussed. 
Our particular focus has been on the "abstract-out" approach, in which roles are objecti
fied into virtual classes in addition to the ordinary classes. Such an approach is effective 
not only in specifying manufacturing systems more gracefully and systematically, but also 
in facilitating both top-down and bottom-up design methodologies. While our particular 
application example has been in the area of flexible manufacturing systems, we believe 
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the approach is also applicable to other types of large, complex, and dynamic engineering 
systems in principle. 

The research described in this paper is currently being extended in several directions. In 
particular, we are currently investigating possible support to concurrent engineering ( CE) 
(Yeh 1992). Most of the current work on CE has focused on the infrastructure of the CE 
principles rather than the specification and modelling aspects to support this technology. 
The difficulties of capturing the coordinations between the parallel activities in different 
levels of abstractions have not been addressed and solved, and are therefore planned to be 
investigated in our subsequent research. There are also other aspects/characteristics of CE 
that need to be addressed, which include team work and quality focus (Yeh 1992). For team 
work, we plan to extend the model and the prototype into a distributed environment, and 
to address the issues of workflow (and control flow) support among the agents involved. 
We are also going to investigate the applications of our role model facilities in the concern 
of quality management. Finally, a graphical user interface is planned to be implemented 
for our prototype systems, in which the inter-role dependencies can be visually specified 
and translated into the internal representations automatically. 
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Questions & answers 
Question [Robert Meersman]: 

Can roles be multiple inherited? 

Answer [Raymond Wong]: 
Yes. 

Question [Ling Lin]: 
Would you comment on static definition of rules versus dynamic nature of 
manufacturing? 

Answer [Raymond Wong]: 
? 

Question [Leo Mark]: 
How do inserts and deletes happen and affect the Role Model? 

Answer [Raymond Wong]: 
Inserts and deletes happen via the methods of objects. Roles have no data kept in 
them. 


